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CHANNELLING THE LOOK OF A GALLERY,  THIS  
AMAZINGLY DYNAMIC KITCHEN IS A WORK OF ART

The curve above the 
range echoes the shapely 
island, while also allowing 
sufficient head clearance 
for peering into pans
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 need to know
THE PROPERTY A three-bedroom, 
Georgian townhouse in De Beauvoir 
Town, north London.
DESIGNER Stephen Nash, founder, All  
& Nxthing Interiors, allandnxthing.com. 
KEY FEATURES Bespoke kitchen 
designed by All & Nxthing Interiors in 
blackened oak, around £17,000, made by 
Falkus Joinery. Kilburn cabinet handles  
in bronze, from £12, Corston Architectural 
Detail. Bespoke exposed aggregate 

concrete worktops and concrete 
flooring by Kote London. Smeg’s A2-81 
dual fuel range cooker, £2,579, is similar. 
Deck-mounted mono mixer tap in 
weathered bronze, £915, Studio Ore. 
Nordlux Skip 35 pendant lights, £118 
each; &Tradition Betty TK1 dining chairs, 
£351 each, all Nunido. Nikari Linea  
Perch bar stools in black stained oak, 
£328 each, Nest. Walls in Wevet estate 
emulsion, £49.50 for 2.5ltr, Farrow & Ball 

Stepping off a busy street into a quiet 
museum or art gallery instantly calms 
the mind. The effect is not lost on All & 
Nxthing Interiors, which channelled the 
rarefied atmosphere of an art gallery for the 
owner of this home. ‘She is an avid art collector 
so we took the idea of a calm space that would be 
almost gallery-like in appearance and allow her 
favourite pieces to shine,’ says founder Stephen 
Nash. Previously a dining room at the front of 
the house with a small kitchen at the back, the 
project began by merging the two. ‘This created 
a rather awkward but much bigger and more 
sociable L-shaped room,’ says Stephen. 

The atmosphere may be tranquil, but 
this is no boring blank canvas. The 
owner’s brief called for something ‘different  
and bold’, a challenge the All & Nxthing team 
relished. Central to the scheme is the sculptural 
island, which was designed to feel like an 
additional piece of art amid the owner’s 
collection. Formed and cast on site by the main 
contractor and Kote London, the island mirrors 
the L-shape of the room. ‘We rounded off all the 
corners for functionality and flow,’ says Stephen. 
Continuing this languid geometry, the curves of 
the island were repeated above the range cooker 
and in the fireplace opposite the dining area. 

A reduced, monochrome palette 
informed the material and colour 
choices. Soft grey concrete floors and the 
hushed tones of Farrow & Ball’s Wevet were 
selected to provide a serene backdrop for 
cabinet doors in blackened oak. ‘Introducing 
exposed aggregates in the concrete worktops 
allowed us to stick to the existing palette  
while adding more texture,’ says Stephen.  

Being honest with material choices is 
Stephen’s main take-home for successfully 
achieving a pared-back space. ‘Here, for 
example, all the brickwork is original. We just 
exposed it and worked it into the colour palette,’ 
he explains. ‘Adding textures or materials that 
don’t feel natural to the space often feels forced, 
which is not conducive to a calm atmosphere. 
Taking cues from existing materials is far  
more likely to yield a harmonious home.’

Shallow shelves give the 
owner more space to 
display artwork and acts 
as a counterbalance to the 
full-height units opposite 

The micro-cement finish 
on the island is colour-
matched with the 
concrete flooring below
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